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According to USAID (www.usaid.org) there are currently over 2.3 Billion people living in 

extreme poverty, i.e. Living on less than $500 a year income.  

However, there is considered to be 1 Billion potential Entrepreneurs in 3rd World markets. 

  

If you Give a Man a fish, you feed him for a Day. 

If you Teach as Man to fish, you feed him for a Lifetime 

If he opens a Fish Shop, he creates income for himself & his family,  

as well new Jobs and Fish for the entire Community. 

 

With our Investment Formula, we calculate the following, based on 1 Billion Entrepreneurs:  

Term: 10-15 Years Allocation Amount APR ROI 

Women ($500 Each) 75% $375 Billion 20% $75,000,000,000 

Men ($500 Each) 10% $50 Billion 20% $10,000,000,000 

Groups of Five ($1,000) 10% $100 Billion 15% $15,000,000,000 

Communities ($5,000) 5% $250 Billion 10% $25,000,000,000 

Sub-Total 100% $775 Billion     $125,000,000,000 

Global Overheads (1.5%)  ($11,625 Billion) N/A -(11,625,000,000) 

Approx. Losses* (3%) ($23,25 Billion) N/A -(23,250,000,000) 

Net Total   $740,125 Billion 12.2% $90,125,000,000 

Grand Total    $830,250,000,000 

(*All unrepaid Loans would automatically be treated as a Donation.) 

 

USAID, started by John F. Kennedy in 1961, has an annual budget of $26 Billion a year. 

Although, this money is already fully committed to existing projects and under constant 

review and pressure from the current US Government.  

Therefore, for this entire endeavour to succeed it must become commercially viable and 

major investment institutions & pension funds in the West & Far East will have to seriously 

consider this as part of their respective investment portfolios, and be fully supported by  

respective Governments in both the 1st & 3rd World, with regards to all legislation.  

 

The initial approach is galvanise existing Organisations currently dedicated to eradication 

extreme poverty by 2030. Simultaneously create a global awareness & jobs, especially with 

the younger generations, in helping combat poverty over the next dozen years.  

 
Then approach Multi-Billionaires who have already committed to The Giving Pledge  

(givingpledge.org) and invite them to invest now, with their money & interest returned  

to their Foundations prior to their deaths.  

Once the project has reached a level of success, we then attract 1st World Financial 

Institutions. Their immense investment capacity would help end extreme poverty. 
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